
GW Harby Jr High 
 8th Grade MAP Science Syllabus 

Welcome to 8th grade MAP science!  I am SO glad that you are here.  I hope this will be a class that you will enjoy and always 

remember.  I will do everything I can to assist you in your growth toward becoming a responsible and successful student.  

Please read over this information with your parents so that they too understand what is expected from you. Again, I am 

extremely excited about this year and I think that we are going to have a lot of fun!     

Coach Donnelly (adonnelly@alvinisd.net)         (281) 585- 6626        ext.   5757 

REMIND: Text @8mapscien to number 81010 

1st Grading Period 

Matter 

 Types of Matter (I.6A) 

 Characteristics of Matter:  viscosity, density, buoyancy, color, boiling 

point, freezing point, conductivity, and reactivity (I.6C) 

 Physical/Chemical Properties & Changes (I.6A, I.6C, Chem.4A) 

 Classify Matter- pure substances vs. mixtures (Chem.4D) 

Bonding and the Periodic Table 

 Review Atoms from 8th grade (protons, neutron, electrons, valence 

electrons, nucleus, atomic number, atomic mass) 

 Review Periodic Table from 6th grade (element, chemical symbol, 

metal, metalloid, nonmetal); from 8th grade (groups, periods 

 Relate chemical properties of substances to the arrangement of 

their atoms (I.6B) 

 Modern Atomic Theory (Review History)  

 Dalton’s Postulates, Thomson’s Electron Properties Discoveries, 

Rutherford’s Nuclear Atom (Chem.6A) 

 Lewis valence electron dot structures (Chem.6D) 

 Periodic Table 

 Properties of chemical families-Alkali Metals, Alkaline Earth Metals, 

Halogens, Noble Gases, Transitional Metals--using the Periodic 

Table (Chem.5B) 

 Relate Placement of an element on the Periodic Table to its chemical 

and physical behavior including bonding and classification (I.6D) 

 Ionic and Covalent Bonding: the Basics (I.6D) 

CBA 1 

2nd  Grading Period 

Chemical Reactions 

 Chemical formulas (Chem.7) 

 Naming compounds (Chem.7A) 

 Chemical interactions-formation of new substances (determined by 

valence electrons) (I.7B) 

 Demonstrate conserved mass in a chemical change / counting atoms 

(I.7C) 

 Write and balance chemical equations using the law of conservation 

of mass (Chem.8E)) 

 Classify exothermic/endothermic reactions in terms of energy 

transfer (I.7D) 

Solution Chemistry 

 Relate structure of water to its function as a solvent (I.6E) 

 Investigate properties of water solutions and factors affecting 

solubility of solids (I.6F) 

 Distinguish among saturated, unsaturated, supersaturated 

solutions ( part of Chem.10E) 

 Intro to solubility curve charts (Chem.10B) 

 Students research one of the following: acid rain, water quality 

degradation, air quality degradation, ozone depletion, or similar topic 

approved by teacher (I.7F, I.3A, I.3D) 

Nuclear and Alternative Energy 

 Fission and Fusion—roles in medicine and energy production (I.7E) 

Review and Midterm 

3rd Grading Period 

Motion  

 Describe and calculate motion of objects in one dimension:  position, 

displacement, speed, and acceleration (I.4A) 

 Measure and graph distance and speed as a function of time (I. 

4B) 

 Net Force—investigate with activities and equipment:  Newton’s 

1st Law 

Forces 

 Newton’s Laws; 2nd & 3rd-- focus is on relationships between force, 

mass, and acceleration 

 Examine conservation of momentum concept – action/reaction forces 

-- (I.4E) 

 Gravitational attraction between objects of different masses 

(I.4F) 

Energy 

 Recognize and Demonstrate:  

 Investigate the Law of Conservation of Energy (I.5D) 

 Analyze energy transformations of renewable and nonrenewable 

resources (I.5H) 

 Critique the advantages/disadvantages of renewable, non-

renewable, and alternative forms of energy (I.5I) 

 Investigate examples of kinetic and potential energy and their 

transformations (Phys.6B) 

 Investigate and demonstrate heat transfer (I.5E) 

CBA 2 

4th Grading Period 

Electrical and Magnetic Energy 

 evaluate transfer of electrical energy in: 

 Moving electric charges produce magnetic forces (I.5C) 

 Moving magnets produce electric forces (I.5C) 

 Examine electrical force as a universal force between any two 

charged objects (I.4G) 

 Electric and magnetic forces in everyday life (Phys.5D) 

 Conductors / insulators based on electrical properties (Phys.5E) 

Review & STAAR Exam (1 wk. of crunch/1 wk. testing) 

Waves  

 Explore characteristics & behaviors of energy transferred by waves 

as they reflect, refract, diffract, and interfere with one another 

and are absorbed my materials. (IPC.5G)  

 Investigate/analyze wave characteristics (Phys.7B) 

 Investigate behavior of waves -- Doppler Effect (Phys.7D) 

 

Review and Final Exam  

 



GW Harby Jr High 
 8th Grade MAP Science Syllabus 

 

Grading Policy 

The following lists the categories for grading: 

 Major Grades (Test, Projects, etc.)    

 Daily Grades                                             

 

 

How to make an “A” 

Keep organized journals 

Know make-up work guidelines & follow them  

Complete all work assigned either in person or google 

Classroom 

Always give 110%

Materials needed for class 

Students are required to have a pencil or a pen and their science journal in class EVERY DAY. This journal will be one of the 

journals from the district school supply list. A pair of ear buds is encouraged but not required as school headphones will not be 

used this year.  

 

Assignments/Homework 

All assignments and homework must be completed and turned in on time; if an assignment is not quality work, the student will 

be asked to continue working on it. Homework is due at the beginning of class and needs to be in the proper place when the bell 

rings.  

 

Google Classroom 

Every week at least one assignment will be completed on Google Classroom.  Students will need to complete this assignment on 

their own time.  It may be completed in class if it is part of the assigned tasks.  

 

Absences and Make-up Work 

When you are absent from school it is your responsibility to log into google classroom and complete the assignment(s) for the 

day(s) that you missed. It is your responsibility to turn in your make-up work in the proper location in class.  You will have one 

day for every day that you are absent to make up any missed work so please get this done as soon as possible so that you don’t 

receive any zeros!  

 

 

 

Google Class Codes by Period: 
 

(Please note that due to the uncertainty of the year and the possibility of changes being made, you may have to rejoin a google 

classroom to accommodate your new class period and/or teacher) 

 

1st Period Science: acuuf7s 

3rd Period Science: ojvbayw  

4th Period Science: cic57uj  

5th Period Science: ifmwnaf  

6th Period Science: inbq27o  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


